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Stress-testing the modern financial system
This is the second paper in a series of reports that addresses the macro issues re-
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This summer’s financial panic has imposed a major stress test on the
modern disintermediated financial system. Among the causes of the panic
are: an extended period of credit risk under-pricing, reflecting a temporary
shift in the balance of power between lenders and borrowers; a pervasive
illusion of liquidity; the bursting of the US house price bubble; and very
poor performance of some subprime mortgage securities that imposed
market losses on many institutions and cast a shadow over the valuation
of certain classes of structured securities.
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What turned an overdue risk reappraisal into a financial panic is the combination of untested financial innovation, price-sensitive accounting rules,
leverage and opacity. This cocktail has proved explosive.
This paper draws some tentative lessons from the first full-scale stresstest of the modern post-disintermediation financial system, in which the
arm’s-length financial model has taken precedence over the traditional relationship model centered on banks. In fact, even though crises take different routes in these two models, the outcome is very similar: a liquidity
stress – a bank run in earlier times is today’s run on the credit market.
The problem is that central banks were designed to handle bank runs, not
market confidence crises.
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The lessons to be learned are for a good part lessons to be learned again.
Most of the deficiencies exposed by the current episode were identified in
the aftermath of the Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) crisis in
1998: the modern financial system over-relies on the presumption of liquidity; risk is increasingly difficult to localize; asset correlations increase
in times of stress; and leverage changes the scale of market dynamics, on
the upside as well as on the downside.
We expect market and official pressure to require greater transparency
from financial actors, to introduce larger liquidity buffers into the system,
and to consider ways to introduce automatic stabilizers to counter some of
the pro-cyclicality inherent in an increasingly market price-sensitive accounting system. We also expect central banks to consider broadening the
scope of their action in times of stress. Beyond providing “liquidity” to deposit-taking institutions, the challenge is to ensure “fluidity” throughout
the system, in order to ensure that systemically important non-bank financial institutions obtain vital irrigation. H
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However, the new financial paradigm has brought
with it some problems, which the world’s financial
policy technicians have not yet solved. Each credit
crisis teaches new lessons, often resulting in corrective reforms. The current “Panic of ‘07” will as well.

In this paper we develop the following arguments:
The paradigm shift from a bank-dominated
to a market-based financial world…

!

Has not translated into a crisis-proof environment…

!

But has, by and large, left public authorities
without a crisis management rule book.

!

Leverage is predicated on the “presumption” of ultimate liquidity…

!

But also sometimes on the “illusion” of liquidity.

!

Large, leveraged and opaque actors amplify
market volatility…

!

And securitization is being severely tested.

!

Looking forward, what is the way ahead?

Less reassuring is the fact that each crisis also
points to the same deficiencies or weaknesses,
which would therefore seem to be difficult to cure.
In the days before disintermediation, credit
crunches occurred when, in order to slow the economy, the Federal Reserve Bank brought the funds
rate above the time deposit interest rate ceiling,
causing funds to flow out of the banking system,
forcing banks to restrict credit. Today, the mechanics of a credit crunch are different. Credit crunches
can occur when the Fed is tightening or easing, although they usually occur during the tightening
phase. Modern credit crunches are caused by an
unexpected exogenous shock which destroys market confidence: a geopolitical event (1990-1); a
sovereign default and the near-collapse of a big
hedge fund (1998); major accounting frauds and
associated defaults (2001-2); or the unexpected
collapse in value of a large asset class (2007). The
transmission vector in the modern credit crunch is
not bank credit or interest rates, but rather sudden
changes in market risk premia as expressed in
credit spreads and credit availability.

A paradigm shift…
Over the past 40 years, the global financial system
has evolved from a sleepy world of fixed exchange
rates, capital controls, bank-dominated financial
flows and modest domestic and international capital
markets into one in which capital flows freely across
borders, investors and borrowers invest and borrow
globally, capital is allocated by the securities market
rather than by banks, and all of this occurs around
the clock in a computerized world with instantaneous communication.

Credit crunches often occur immediately following
the peak of the credit cycle. The exogenous shock
changes market psychology overnight. Thus, after
the cycle peaks, it does not descend in an orderly
fashion toward the trough; instead it tends to fall
precipitously. Thus the inflection comes as a shock,
and causes substantial psychological damage
(panic, contagion, flight to quality).

Deregulation, disintermediation and financial innovation (with technology as their handmaiden) have
created a financial system that is vastly more efficient than before, and which allows excess savings
anywhere in the world to finance investment anywhere else. Risks have been unbundled and rebundled into tradable instruments which allow origination and portfolio investment to be decoupled.

The latest up-cycle lasted five years from trough to
peak (2002-07), during which no shocks were big
enough to derail bullish sentiment. Excesses appeared in many asset classes, including mortgage
lending in the U.S., leveraged investment strategies
at hedge funds and other players, and in speculative grade credit, whose spreads were bid down to
historical lows and original-issue Caa-rated junk
bonds could be readily marketed.

Financial innovation and financial market efficiency
have made a major contribution to global growth,
and there is realistically no reverse gear to this financial innovation and liberalization absent a catastrophic deleveraging process.
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It would appear that we have now entered the longawaited “Big Unwind" following a frightening “global
margin call.” This process, like prior crises, will illuminate the strengths and weaknesses of the modern financial system.
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Central banks are in a position to help stabilize the
system through conventional or more ingenious liquidity provision operations because of their unique
ability to create liquidity. The difficulty is that while
they are able to fend off liquidity stress for banks,
buttressing confidence in non-bank counterparty
risk is more difficult, and restoring “fluidity”
throughout the non-bank financial system will be
even more complicated. The point here is that large
banks remain central to a systemic risk resolution –
on their strength hinges the solidity of the system
and the permanence of credit intermediation – but
that solidifying their position will not alleviate the
credit pain flowing throughout the financial system.

Each of the recent credit crunches has revealed
problems, taught lessons and resulted in remedial
legislation: 1990-1 witnessed the demise of wildcat
banking and the passage of banking reforms; 20012 saw corporate malfeasance resulting in accounting
and governance reforms. This time around there
may be a number of areas in which improvements
may be needed. Many of these concerns were
raised in the aftermath of LTCM, and will now be
raised again.

Leverage and the presumption of liquidity

… As yet no crisis management rule
book

The presumption of liquidity and the pivotal
role of banks

In the (pre-modern) intermediated financial system,
credit relationships were bilateral, and the creditor
had the implicit backing of the central bank. Thus,
the creditor had presumptive access to unlimited
liquidity, and the creditor had a stake in the continued ability of the borrower to stay in business. Additionally, the financial authorities were in a position
to influence the behavior of most credit market participants, which gave them the ability to calm the
waters and to ensure the continued flow of liquidity
to systemically important actors. In the intermediated financial system, the “weakest link” was a
bank, or the whole banking system, which the authorities had the tools at hand to resolve.

The modern financial system is built on leverage.
(The 2007 ratio of private sector debt1 to GDP in
the US is three times that of 1965.) Such leverage
is only tolerable in the context of a presumption of
liquidity: if creditworthy borrowers (including financial institutions as well as households) cannot at all
times obtain credit on reasonable terms and if quality collateral cannot be readily borrowed against,
the level of leverage in the system is unsustainable.
A lender of last resort—who is willing and able to
lend—is therefore an essential ingredient of a leveraged financial system. It is possible to operate a
financial system without a lender of last resort,
which the US demonstrated in the 19th century. But
such a system is marked by panics, bank failures,
deflations and depressions, and the ability to operate with leverage is severely limited. Levels of financial system leverage were negligible relative to
the modern era.

By contrast, in the modern disintermediated system, credit relationships are arm’s-length, impersonal, multilateral and often purely electronic. Many
important — even systemically important — credit
market participants lack access to (and the implicit
backing of) the central bank. Many market participants have little stake in the continued viability of
the issuers of the securities they trade or in the
counterparties they trade with, particularly if they
are short or have bought default protection. The
financial authorities are unable directly to influence
the behavior of many important actors, such as
hedge funds, and thus have less ability to reintroduce stability. In a disintermediated financial system, the “weakest link” is confidence, which, as a
state of mind, is challenging for financial authorities
to fix.
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Today’s financial system is therefore implicitly
predicated upon the existence of a responsible
monetary authority (authorities), with the ability
and willingness to maintain systemic liquidity in the
face of panic and contagion. Banks play a pivotal
role, as they stand between the central bank and
the rest of the financial system—the franchised distributors of the central bank’s vital product.
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It includes GSEs & GSE and agency mortgage pools.
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Policy challenges raised by the presumption of
liquidity
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The greater the loss of confidence, the harder it is
to restore, and—crucially—the greater the erosion
of confidence, the greater the contagion, and the
broader the financial safety net may have to be
spread. This is the ultimate conundrum of the philosophy of market discipline. The authorities may
seek to outsource prudential regulation to the market, but may ultimately end up having to decide
between bailing out the reckless and witnessing financial meltdown. It is an unpalatable choice.

While financial stability is clearly within the remit of
the central bank, two other objectives are at risk of
trumping financial stability at times of stress in the
modern era: price stability and market discipline.
There should be little conflict between the goals of
financial stability and price stability, as an uncontrolled flight to quality (cash and governments) will
lead to deflation. Market discipline, however, is a
thornier problem. “Chicago School” doctrine (modern orthodoxy) prescribes deregulated markets,
with market discipline replacing the heavy hand of
government regulation. By exposing participants to
the consequences of their actions, the market will
automatically discipline miscreants before they grow
to systemically-threatening proportions. Therefore,
attempts by the authorities to ameliorate problems
caused by market failure will only weaken discipline
and embolden the reckless.

Leverage and the illusion of liquidity
Macroeconomic liquidity vs. market liquidity
During the credit boom of 2003-7, there was much
debate about the abundance of “liquidity.” Why
were risk spreads so low? The general consensus
was that excessive Asian savings and underdeveloped Asian financial markets were flooding the West
with investment.
This is part of the liquidity story—the macroeconomic one. The other part of the story is group psychology. When prices rise (as buyers bid them up),
risk-takers “win,” take bigger risks, and “win”
again. Rising prices (falling risk premia) create an
incentive cycle that rewards the taking of risk. Markets are therefore “liquid” when prices are rising
(sentiment is bullish) and “illiquid” when prices are
falling (sentiment is bearish). A good example is
house prices: when they are rising, there is substantial market activity; when they are falling, nothing moves as both buyers and sellers sit on their
hands. While influenced by changing fundamentals,
the bullish/bearish market psychology pendulum is
endogenous and operates largely independent of
real phenomena.

The problem with market discipline is that while
application of this theory may act as a deterrent
and thus reduce the number of serious incidents,
when incidents do occur, it is not very useful as a
corrective process. The fire department may post
signs saying “Don’t start fires,” but the department
still has to take action should one be set. Likewise,
the monetary authorities must play their role when
panics occur. It is neither prophylactic nor wise to
let a fire burn out of control in order to teach a
salutary lesson. This is because market confidence
is fragile and, once broken cannot be readily repaired, and, like a fire, may burn out of control.
Skillful central bankers should be able to avoid
compromising their twin objectives while restoring
confidence without perverting incentives. But, on
the brink of a financial disaster, long-term objectives will inevitably be subordinated to financial stabilization.

This psychological element is the one that makes
market liquidity – that is, the ability to sell large
amounts without moving prices – so volatile and
unreliable. Note that market liquidity has recently
disappeared with no change in the macroeconomic
environment: Asian savings continue to flow westward, and real interest rates are moderate.

The modern financial system is built on leverage,
which is only possible with the presumption of liquidity. Panics remove that presumption, and it can
only be restored by the authorities, who must ensure that systemically important bank and non-bank
actors do not fail and trigger a systemic crisis, such
as occurred in 1930-33, when the US financial system almost collapsed (and pushed the real economy
into an abyss).

INTERNATIONAL POLICY PERSPECTIVES
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The illusion of liquidity
The presumption of liquidity has an even more dangerous variant, the “illusion of liquidity.” The former
is the presumption that markets will always function, that good borrowers can borrow and good collateral can be sold or pledged at reasonable values.
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The latter is the more extreme belief that, under
almost any circumstance, one will be able to trade
large amounts of any kind of security without affecting prices.
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The regulator of hedge funds is the market, in the
form of prime brokers and repo counterparties. The
need to pledge marked-to-market collateral with
appropriate margins has imposed a market discipline on hedge funds, which has generally worked
well (pace LTCM). However, now that marks are
falling and margins are rising, some hedge funds
are being squeezed and are being forced to delever.
Rapid deleveraging and forced sales can lead to
contagion from troubled asset classes to untroubled
ones because the most liquid securities are sold first
(leaving the core illiquid positions in the fund).

Of course, in extremis, the concepts converge: the
provision of last resort liquidity to banks will indirectly improve market liquidity. However, most of
the time, investors will realize at their expense that
the illusion of liquidity is just that: a costly illusion.
Central banks support functioning markets; they
are not designed to act as market-makers for distressed asset classes, and even less for ensuring
depth in capital markets.

The proliferation of hedge funds is having many
effects on financial markets, only some of which
have been revealed to date. Among the effects: (1)
creation of significant supply/demand imbalances
for “high return” assets during the formative period
of the hedge fund sector’s growth. More buyers of
risk encouraged creation of more supply, which encouraged extensions of credit to borrowers who, in
normal times, would be unworthy of such credit;
and (2) hedge funds structurally need greater-than
index returns (or high absolute returns), which encourages a reach for yield into more complex, illiquid or otherwise riskier instruments, sometimes additionally turbocharged with leverage. This strategy
has been pejoratively described as “beta with leverage”.

Disintermediation has made the credit cycle
more volatile
During the recent period, credit spreads were low,
at least in part, due to the lack of an exogenous
shock strong enough to dislodge the psychology of
optimism. There were no unexpected geopolitical
shocks, no banking crises, no big sovereign or corporate defaults. There was no major shock for five
years from the default of WorldCom in 2002 until
the summer of 2007. Additionally, low credit
spreads allowed weak credits to refinance, which
further dampened credit shocks. Now we are witnessing the other side of the coin: fear replaces
greed, and risk premia shoot skyward.
While credit cycles predate disintermediation, disintermediation makes credit cycles worse because the
proportion of tradable assets to national wealth is
so much greater. Disintermediation has made the
financial system more confidence sensitive. It has
had the effect of making the core of the system –
the large banks – less vulnerable while also making
the intensity of an eventual crisis more severe. As
a result, it has increased the potential of a systemic
shock, which underlines the critical importance of
the systemic shock absorbers: the central bank and
the banking system.

Buyer surplus plus the reach for yield converged to
accelerate the creation and sale of bespoke instruments which lack deep, battle-tested secondary
markets, and without sufficient transparency to allow secondary markets to mature rapidly. This, in
turn, led to greater reliance on models for valuation
and diversification, many of which (1) lack precision
around the way in which markets change when under stress (asset correlations that work in functioning markets fall apart in troubled times as contagion
touches sectors that normally would be uncorrelated); and (2) signal identical actions (i.e. sell) at
the same time for the same securities, flooding the
market, with the secondary consequence of having
to sell normally uncorrelated securities, which then
show sudden correlation because of common risk
management and hedging strategies.

Large, leveraged, (and opaque) actors amplify market trends
Deregulated financial markets have allowed the
creation of large financial institutions that are often
leveraged, usually opaque, and sometimes systemically important, most notably hedge funds (e.g.,
LTCM).
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The world would be a much safer place if all securities were held by “real money” buy-and-hold investors who did not have to mark to market, and who
therefore did not have to make forced sales into
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panicked markets. Unfortunately, literally trillions of
dollars of securities are now held by leveraged
mark-to-market institutions relying on other people’s money to finance sometimes opaque, complex
and risky investments.

Securitization is a highly efficient way of packaging
risk and of separating origination from portfolio investment. A mortgage bank can make mortgage
loans that can end up in a portfolio on the other
side of the world. This increases “finance-ability” for
economic agents who can more easily borrow
against all sorts of future cash-flows, and creates
securities whose properties can better accommodate the specific needs of investors.
However, securitization is a relatively new phenomenon that only became a major component of
the flow of funds in the last 20 years. As such, the
new financial world created by securitization had
not been subjected to a stress test of this magnitude until now. A number of different structures
designed in the structured finance laboratory are
now being tested in the real world: subprime residential mortgage-backed securities, collateralized
debt obligations, asset-backed commercial paper,
structured investment vehicles, and others. These
tests are revealing the strengths and weaknesses of
these structures and of structured finance itself.

!

The proliferation of non-standard products has
impeded the development of a liquid secondary
market for many types of securitizations. As we
are observing, there is no observable market
price for a unique security.

!

Securitization creates an agency problem by
separating the originator from the ultimate
holder. While this is one of securitization’s cardinal virtues, it is also a problem in that originators may be incentivized to maximize origination volume, instead of quality. And, as we see

INTERNATIONAL POLICY PERSPECTIVES

!

The opacity and/or complexity of some securitization products have led some investors to
over-rely upon third-party credit analysis (i.e.,
ratings) without fully understanding what they
are buying (and now what they own). And many
market participants have over-relied on ratings
in determining appropriate price levels for such
securities.

!

Some companies’ business models were built on
the presumption of securitization as a viable
funding source. When certain asset classes fall
out of favor, these actors may find themselves
out of business.

!

Idiosyncratic risk is different for structured securities than for corporate instruments. Idiosyncratic risk in RMBS appears most visibly at the
originator and vintage levels. Originator risk
may be analogous to individual company risk,
but vintage risk is an overlay that has no corporate analog. And even with twin forms of idiosyncratic risk, structured securities may exhibit
fewer significant idiosyncratic attributes – causing more herd-like changes in creditworthiness
– due to more limited operating characteristics
and more homogenous assets.

The way forward: policy considerations

The current market stress is identifying some problems with the securitization model:
Securitization relies upon historical relationships
(e.g., subprime default and loss levels) that can
change unexpectedly and by orders of magnitude.

R E S E A R C H

in subprime, some originators may be tempted
to misrepresent the quality of loans being sold
or, less sinisterly, originators are not motivated
to care about the quality of loans because they
aren’t owners of the assets for very long.

Stress testing a securitized financial
system

!

P O L I C Y

The current crisis has been accentuated by the
combination of opacity about where risk resides,
untested financial innovations, market-sensitive
accounting methods and leverage. Any crisis brings
new lessons, and, no doubt, some corrective reforms will be introduced. Coupled with a heightened
degree of risk aversion, this should make the system more robust.
However, it must also be noted that most of the
deficiencies brought to light in the current panic and
described above had already been identified in the
aftermath of LTCM. As financial stability authorities
have not been inert since 1998, this points to the
fact that there are some enduring features of the
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modern financial system that breed sporadic financial convulsions.

The old days of the bank-based intermediation
system are gone. It is improbable that a dramatic reversal, a scaling back of securitization
and credit risk transfer will take place. Banks
are unlikely to alter again their business model
and take credits back onto their balance sheet.
Even though the aftermath of the Drexel junk
bonds crisis saw a drying-up of securitization
activity, the secular trend was not interrupted.
However, the premium put on liquidity – and as
a result on the access to central banks’ refinancing – as well as the importance of diversified revenue sources may lead to an indirect reintermediation process whereby large diversified
banks will become even larger and will play a
pivotal role in markets. This will not radically alter the business model (moving rather than
storing most of the credit risk) but will provide
some guarantee about the ability to safely
warehouse the risk, if needed. A disintermediated financial system does not signal the demise of big banks, on the contrary.

2.

Reintermediation almost inevitably implies deleveraging, which is bearish for asset prices.
The greater the degree to which markets reject
various structured technologies and force assets
onto banks or the auction block, the lower the
prices will be for the assets held in such structures. This could impose very large mark-tomarket losses on the system, with implications
for financial regulation.

3.

Looking forward, there will be more regulatory
and market pressure for transparency. A way to
look at the current crisis is to say that financial
deepening and sophistication has outstripped
the available information resources in the system, and when things turned sour, it aggravated the (perception of) information asymmetries. However, it would be illusory to believe
that we will ever come back to a situation
where one can have a precise and instantaneous view about the risk distribution in the system.
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4.

This will probably be compensated for by a
higher demand for capital and liquidity buffers
throughout the financial system, which will
marginally increase the cost of capital. This, for
instance, will come through more realistic market valuations, taking into account recent developments in models and stress-tests.

5.

Likewise, we expect official authorities and market participants to reconsider ways to introduce
automatic stabilizers in a system prone to
booms and busts. After LTCM and during the
Basel II negotiation, some thought was given to
the question of the pro-cyclicality of finance: de
facto lowering capital cushions when times are
good, and increasing them when things turn
sour. The underlying idea was that risks mount
up in the good times and only materialize in bad
times, justifying counter-cyclical regulation.
This prudential approach aiming at smoothing
financial cycles clashed with the fair-value accounting paradigm. Revising pro-cyclical tendencies in regulation may be needed rather rapidly as the rise in the cost of capital and the
need to replenish such capital by banks may coincide with a slowing down of the economy that
they could just magnify.

6.

The combination of a difficulty to locate risk
with a difficulty to price risk has proven to be a
recipe for panic. Mark-to-model practices, while
unavoidable for highly customized products, appear to have often produced unrealistic valuations. As for mark-to-market valuations, they
have accurately reflected market exuberance
and then (not so accurately) reflected market
panic. They have added to the pro-cyclicality of
finance.

7.

Leverage will be, for a time, constrained. However, leverage will not disappear – that would
be economically catastrophic – and will rise
again as fear fades away, as it always does.

8.

As for financial innovation, there is no reverse
gear, even if products aiming at ostensibly arbitraging regulatory constraints will be targeted
and even if there will be a transitory “flight to
simplicity”. The premium market will place on
liquidity for some time will lead to standardization, perhaps to risk mutualization through organized markets, and to the un-bundling of the
most complex and customized securities.

What are our predictions with regard to the future
of the global financial system and the way to make
it safer?
1.
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Lastly, banks and central banks, in an interesting twist, have staged a comeback in the disintermediated financial market. Central banks, in
market “peace-keeping operations,” will be able
to restore some order in money markets. However, the intensity of the impact of a financial
shock on the economy will depend on the central banks’ ability to restore “fluidity” throughout the system – that is, to non-bank institutions – and this is an arduous task.
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